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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere
Editor’s note: It has long been our practice to print the ages of the people searched
for or rescued, but that information is now redacted in official documents. In these
reports and in the future, we will print ages only when we have them. The absence
of someone’s age will mean that it was not available.

M

ountain weather anomalies are often locally famous
(“Remember the day when . . .”), even though, unlike their tropical
brethren, these storms usually carry no formal names. Often, we see strange
weather as oddball, like unstable uncles or aunts we steer clear of during
holiday dinners, the sort who stir up a family’s predictable behavior. Still, the
anomalies occur with enough frequency to make veteran White Mountain
watchers shrug. And so, when first thumbing through last summer’s incidents
file, I paged through the report of a couple’s struggles during an unusually
cold and wet June afternoon on the north side of Mount Lafayette. They had
survived—with help. I figured I’d read the details later.
“Later” came a little earlier than I expected, in a conversation with some
writers at a workshop Appalachia held at Cardigan Lodge at October’s end.
One of the writers, a 2015 Appalachian Trail thru-hiker and Appalachian
Mountain Club hiking instructor, knew the couple—both of them had thruhiked when she had—and the circumstances of their rescue. She wanted to
talk over its questions and lessons. I listened and then, post-workshop, began
some research. That led first to reports, and then, given generosity of time
and spirit from the two people rescued and their initial rescuer (another longdistance hiker), I had three conversations about the slow unfolding of what
was clearly a harrowing incident. Most of us don’t imagine the Whites could
deliver, in June, the weather they described. Which led me to think more
about the role of imagination in mountain safety.
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That incident, which follows, will also appear in a book I’m writing about
White Mountain search and rescue. (Its working title is The Art of Rescue:
Chasing Trouble in the White Mountains, University Press of New England,
spring 2018.)

On Ice
June 9, 2016, began tranquilly, if a little damp, for Lelia V., age 55, and Gregory
R., age 69, at an inn in Woodstock, New Hampshire. There, some 80 days
into their third thru-hike of the entire 2,190-mile AT from Georgia to Maine,
the couple looked at a local Weather Underground forecast. It wasn’t great:
cool, possibly rainy. They didn’t know that the prior day had been abnormally
cold at high elevations, with an average temperature of 33 degrees Fahrenheit
on nearby Mount Washington. Even though they were sometimes willing to
“take a zero day” (cover no miles) and wait for better weather, the coming
day looked dreary but walkable, and they wanted to keep their reservation
for the night at Galehead Hut. So Lelia and Greg started up the AT where
it coincides with the Liberty Spring Trail, off Route 93 in Franconia Notch.
The forecast they didn’t have, the higher-summits one from the Mount
Washington Observatory, might have changed their minds. (Both of them
said later it would have.) Up high, this day’s temperature promised to dip
even below that of the previous day, and it did, coming in with an average
of 26 degrees Fahrenheit (17 degrees below the date’s norm) atop Mount
Washington, where northwest winds averaged 66 mph and a top gust blew
through at 100 mph. Such a June day nudges some of us to think back to 1900
and Curtis and Ormsbee’s iconic June tragedy, in comparable early summer
weather. There, on June 30 and July 1, an ice storm killed two of the era’s
leading hikers, “Father” Bill Curtis and Allan Ormsbee, as they tried to climb
to an AMC annual meeting being held in a hotel on the summit of Mount
Washington. That story, ably told by Nicholas Howe in his book, Not Without
Peril (Appalachian Mountain Club, 2010), and cited as an attitude-defining
incident by Guy and Laura Waterman in Forest and Crag (Appalachian
Mountain Club, SUNY Press reissue, 2017), is an amazement of weather
and willfulness.
Although the weather on June 9 proved gnarly, in today’s people-heavy
summer White Mountains, Lelia and Greg were not alone. As they hiked
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up Franconia Ridge and turned north, crossed Little Haystack Mountain,
and mounts Lincoln and Lafayette, and then began heading northeast on
the Garfield Ridge Trail toward Galehead Hut, they had two companions.
Galehead hutmaster Scott Berkley estimated that more than a dozen people
crossed that ridge from the summit of Mount Lafayette to his hut during
those two cold days of June 8 and 9. The ridge sits exposed at between 3,500
and 5,200 feet above sea level but lower than Mount Washington’s 6,288 feet.
Everyone had walked through ice, wind, and low visibility on both days, and,
although most agreed the walk had been unpleasant, all others had arrived
without drama or mishap.
Slow drama, however, began unfolding later in the morning on June
9, as Lelia and Greg’s foursome crossed the exposed ridge south of Mount
Lafayette. Even back in the small trees, near where the Liberty Spring Trail
meets the ridge, they’d noticed ice on the pine needles. Lelia supposed it was
left from the cold night. But as the day went on, they encountered more ice.
In a few steep drops, ice forced them off-trail around the slick rocks. The
wind they were facing blew steadily, with enough force to slow them further.
All of this added up to their gradually becoming strung out along the ridge,
even as Lelia ferried back and forth between the two trail friends, who were
out front, and her husband, who was dropping slowly back. In this fashion,
they made their way up the south side of Lafayette, still, as it turned out,
protected some from the wind by that mountain’s bulk.
Once they topped Lafayette and crossed to its north slope, they were fully
exposed to the wind, estimated to be blowing at a steady 50-plus mph, with
higher gusts. (Recall the Mount Washington Observatory’s 66-mph average
and top gust of 100.) When they wanted to speed up, to get over and down
into the trees, away from exposure, Lelia and Greg were slowed. They lost
touch with their friends and were in danger of losing touch with each other.
Here, the world went smeary. Both Lelia and Greg wear glasses, and for the
first time in their hiking experience, their glasses started to ice over. Each
tried clearing the lenses then taking the glasses off; nothing helped, and their
compromised vision slowed them further. As they recalled this day in a pair
of gracious interviews in December 2016, both Lelia and Greg kept returning
to the centrality of these vision troubles.
About a half-mile beyond Lafayette’s summit, before the junction with
the Skookumchuck Trail and still above treeline, the pair lost the trail.
Nothing unusual on a wind-tossed day, with fog as thick as a sock, but here
two extremes began to come together to create an emergency. The weather’s
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the obvious one; Lelia and Greg’s method of hiking is the other, the one
that needs more description. Lelia and Greg had chosen, as was common for
them, to “slackpack” their fifteen-mile route, a decision inexplicable to some
traditionalists when this incident made the news. Still, its appeal is clear. A
slackpacker takes only a small pack, holding just enough for a one- or twoday trip over terrain in between road crossings, while some friend or courier
from the AT’s gypsy economy ferries the rest of the slackpacker’s gear to a
road crossing near the next campsite. Such packing can, of course, be adjusted
to fit the number of days estimated between road crossings, where the hiker
can gather the rest of the gear or re-sort it. Lelia and Greg had aimed at a twoday walk: Galehead Hut, with its food and shelter, would be their first night’s
destination, and the second night, they’d reach the AMC’s Highland Center,
in Crawford Notch.
Anyone who has ever walked over a number of days with a full pack knows
the way weight becomes a state of mind. Long-distance lore is full of ounceobsessed stories, as walkers try to pare those ounces and avoid the discomfort
of plodding like a beast of burden; they reach forward instead with the airy
steps of a free spirit. Lelia and Greg are such spirits, believing so strongly
in this way of going that they’ve become slackpacking advocates. For those
who like to compare weights, a full, multiday pack may weigh between 35
and 45-plus pounds, while a slackpacker’s day pack can be in the low teens,
including water. Which is really no pack at all. Throughout this journey up
the AT, the pair intended to mine their experience for a book on slackpacking
the trail.
If you take less with you, it must be exactly the right stuff for the day you
walk. And you must have that day figured correctly.
After their morning of slogging upridge into the wet, cold wind, Lelia
and Greg felt depleted, and then, when the next cairn kept not appearing in
racketing wind, fog, and ice, hypothermia began its infiltration. The Facebook
site of the Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue Team (PVSART), one
of the groups involved in saving the pair, describes what happened next:
“Without good winter gear, the couple soon realized they were in serious
trouble, and they activated a DeLorme Satellite distress signal at about 12:30
p.m., one of the last things they were able to accomplish with their now nonworking hands.”
As they shared recollections of those early afternoon hours in separate
conversations, both Lelia and Greg described a sort of suspended otherscape,
where all of the markers that normally keep us located—time, place, distance,
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vision—were warped or absent. Lelia said she kept ranging out from the last
cairn and not finding the next. Afraid of getting off-trail, where no one would
see them, and unsure how far above treeline’s relative shelter they were, she
kept returning to the last marker. Finally, needing to get relief from the wind
and in hope of rewarming themselves, the pair huddled behind a rock and
tried to get out extra clothing. “We need a plan B,” they said and then recalled
the DeLorme device in Greg’s pack. With or without their iced glasses, they
couldn’t read the screen easily, but it seemed that their emergency signal had
been sent. “We knew we were in real trouble,” each said later. Lelia recalled
that, as they waited, her “feet lost feeling,” and when she tried standing, she
had trouble walking; Greg’s hands “wouldn’t work.” Neither could see well.
Although each had a change of clothing for the overnight at the hut and
ThermoBall insulated jackets with hoods, they had no bivy sack or shelter—
only their ponchos under which to huddle, although as Greg recalled, “The
ponchos are ventilated, meant to keep you from sweating, so they didn’t protect too much.” Lelia also had leggings and her sleeping bag liner, but whatever they wore or pulled out quickly got wet. Wind unrelenting, temperature
in the upper 20s. They hid behind the rock and waited.
Hypothermia is insidious. It’s a cold-handed mechanic that reaches
into your mind and begins detaching some wires and reconnecting others.
So much of that rewiring sums to slow; what once was routine—a step, a
decision to look at a map, finding a light—mimics the drawn-out slur of a
tape player winding down: Oh . . . where . . . is . . . that . . . head . . . lamp?
. . . Oh . . . Oh . . . here it is. . . . No . . . no . . . that’s . . . not it . . . but . . .
what . . . what . . . what . . . was . . . I . . . after?
And among hypothermia’s early effects is impaired judgment. What . . .
should . . . I . . . do . . . well . . . who . . . knows. . . . Is . . . it . . . getting . . .
warmer? . . . I . . . think . . . I’ll . . . rest . . . a little . . . longer . . . .
The DeLorme signal had set a rescue in motion. Down in the valley,
New Hampshire Fish and Game first set about gathering information on
the DeLorme’s owners and later summoned volunteers from PVSART and
Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue, as well as their own conservation
officers (COs). Attempts to contact the couple failed, as their phones were set
in airplane mode. Hours would pass before rescuers reached the site of the
rescue call.
Serendipity, in the form of a “Wolfman,” bought the pair and the rescue
teams those hours. PVSART’s Facebook page reads, “The couple was saved
104 Appalachia
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Rescuers aid hypothermic AT hikers, who had huddled inside the small tent at right.
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME

by a passing AT thru-hiker (trailname = Wolfman, real name = Adam D.),
only the fourth person the couple saw all day, who discovered them shivering
violently and unable to care for themselves. He was able to set up [his oneperson] tent above treeline [in the lee of a rock outcropping] and get the two
hikers inside it. This action helped to stop further body temperature loss and
buy the time necessary for rescuers to climb the 4.5 miles to provide heat,
food and hot drinks to bring the couple back to life.”
And then, walk them back down into it.
PVSART’s description is sparse testimony to the sudden intimacy of the
four-plus hours that Adam spent with Lelia and Greg. Adam’s journey toward
this meeting had begun weeks before, in northern Pennsylvania, where he set
out for Katahdin as part of a 900-mile walk. Earlier that year, he’d done his
first distance hike along the Sierra Nevada’s iconic John Muir Trail, and, at
a pause point in his life, he had come to the AT. On the morning of June 9,
after a cold night at Liberty Spring Tentsite, Adam had checked the Mount
Washington Observatory’s higher summits forecast and pondered crossing
the exposed ridge ahead. A self-described “weather geek” and former Eagle
Scout and Rutgers Outing Club leader with a tendency “to be prepared,” he
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Adam “Wolfman” DeWolfe moved the suffering couple to flatter ground and sheltered
them inside his tent until rescuers arrived. COURTESY OF ADAM DEWOLFE

anticipated a tough weather day, but he also figured he was capable of walking
through it and was equipped to do so.
Liberty Spring Tentsite stands just below Franconia Ridge at 3,900 feet. It
wasn’t long before Adam saw the same ice Lelia had noticed along Franconia
Ridge. The little tag-thermometer on his pack read just above freezing, and
the thin rain and mist persisted; it was, as he and others agreed later, textbook
hypothermia weather. In a January 2017 interview, Adam described clearly
his ascent into that weather, and in his description one gains also a sense of
his capabilities: “Gradually, I got into the thick of it,” he recalled. “The wind
grew stronger, and there was ice on the rocks. As I came over Lafayette and
into the full wind, I had to crouch during the gusts.” There, at the climb’s
5,200-foot highpoint, Adam was aware that he had reached an edge. All along
the ridge, he had tracked his gradual immersion in the cold and wet, at times
contemplating returning to Liberty Spring Tentsite. Atop Lafayette, where
he had to knock the ice off the trail sign to read it, he knew he was beyond
return and that he needed to press on and down toward the relative shelter of
the trees, a half-mile or so ahead. Still, he admitted, “It was also a little exciting to be in such extreme weather.” At this point, Adam was only minutes
from coming upon Lelia and Greg and the sudden intimacy of their crisis
becoming also his, but, as he crouched and forced his way through the heavy,
ice-watered wind, he knew exactly where he was.
Such an awareness of what is going on around him marks Adam as someone
who can imagine his way forward from a sound understanding of the present.
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That skill sounds common; it is not—especially in complicated, sometimes
perilous situations. In their groundbreaking work on decision making and
the ways in which we skew it from a statistical optimum, the psychologists
Amos Tversky and Danny Khaneman—the latter of whom won a Nobel
Prize for insights into economic decision making—had this to say, as quoted
by Michael Lewis in his 2016 book, The Undoing Project (Norton): “We
often decide that an outcome is extremely unlikely or impossible, because
we are unable to imagine any chain of events that could cause it to occur.
The defect, often, is our imagination.” All the way along Franconia Ridge,
Adam had been keeping track of himself and imagining what could happen.
Unlike the famous frog who can’t imagine he’s being cooked in slowly heating
water, Adam could imagine being cooled on this June day that was “more
extreme than a lot of what I’d encountered in the winter.” He could see how it
could happen.
I don’t mean it as insult to say that a few tenths of a mile away on the
Garfield Ridge Trail, Lelia and Greg were suffering from their inability to
imagine this day. Both reported later that they’d never, in their thousands of
trail miles, seen anything like it. Neither had either had glasses smear over
with ice. Literally and figuratively, they were partially blinded. “When I first
came upon Lelia and Greg, I thought I was seeing a pack someone had left in
the trail,” Adam recalled. “They were huddled under their ponchos [their only
shelter] behind a trailside rock. When I looked in, Lelia said, ‘We need help.’”
Adam said he felt he had “walked into a movie scene.”
The help Lelia and Greg got was lifesaving. “I knew we needed a miracle,”
Greg recalled. “Wolfman was a miracle.”
“Well, I knew I couldn’t leave them,” Adam said. “Lelia said she couldn’t
feel her legs or walk. Greg could walk but couldn’t see well, and he said his
hands wouldn’t work. And I also knew we couldn’t stay where they were.”
Adam wasn’t sure how far below them the trees were, and of course, he
couldn’t see treeline in the thick clouds. First he scouted down trail a bit,
and there he found a big outcropping that offered more shelter; he went back
and helped Lelia and Greg to that spot. “Even going those few hundred feet
was hard,” he recalled. He supported Lelia down, and Greg followed, but it
was clear to Adam that walking them down farther at that point was beyond
them all. He thought perhaps they could go on later if he could help warm
them some.
In the outcrop’s shelter, Adam was able to erect his one-person tent’s outer
shelter, which made use of his poles, and he found large rocks to pin down the
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tent ropes so it wouldn’t fly away or collapse. “He put the tent up around us,”
recalled Greg. “And all the while, whatever he did, he would explain it to us
and then do it. Looking back, I’m amazed at how methodical and analytical
he was. And it didn’t take him long. He did things decisively.”
“I must have had a hundred pounds of rocks on each rope to hold the tent
down,” Adam said. Inside, he had Lelia and Greg on top of his thermal pad
and under his sleeping bag. He joined them. “The thermal pad helped immediately,” he said, “and I tried to get them to eat some, too.” Wind-forced, icy
rain penetrates even the best gear, and Lelia and Greg had been without such
gear; they were soaked and slowed. Still, in the tent, they were more protected
and still coherent. The trio talked over what to do.
“I knew we couldn’t stay there,” Adam said. He set off downslope to see
if he could get into the woods and get a better fix on their location and possibilities. Soon he reached the junction of the Skookumchuck Trail, but his
descent to that point had not been easy to follow, and Adam was afraid to go
beyond it. “I was aware that I was out there without my pack and shelter. I
couldn’t afford to get lost. Even the short climb back to the tent seemed to
take forever,” he said.
Greg recalled, “When he got back, he said he’d almost lost his way.”
Back in the tent, they checked the DeLorme device, which still said,
“in progress,” but what that meant was unclear. Somewhere around
2 p.m., Adam said, “We need to call for help too.” He had service for his cell
phone, and his 911 call got patched through to NHFG. At 2:30 p.m. NHFG
Lt. Jim Kneeland called Adam, who was able to describe where they were,
the couple’s condition, and his certainty that he could not walk them down.
This conversation removed NHFG’s uncertainty about whether there were
four or two people, and whether they were waiting at the site of the signal.
Kneeland told them help was on the way. (The trio also was able to text Lelia
and Greg’s two morning companions to learn they were nearing Galehead—
and OK. So, NHFG knew now that they were going to help three people at
one site.) Adam, wanting certainty that rescuers wouldn’t miss them behind
their outcropping in the gale, went back out and formed an arrow with his
hiking poles, pointing to where his tent was pitched.
At 5:36 p.m., PVSART rescuers called Kneeland, reporting that they had
found Lelia, Greg, and Adam, and that they had given them dry clothing
and hot liquid Jell-O. Adam also remembers the Starburst candies that are a
PVSART signature. By 6:30 p.m., rescuers had warmed Lelia and Greg to the
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point where everyone could start down the Skookumchuk Trail; by 8:45 p.m.
everyone had reached the trailhead.
Comment: The description writes part of the analysis. Going up into ice
in only the thin clothing of one’s convictions won’t get us through; nor will
experience, if the day outpaces that experience. It took the lucky arrival of a
plodding maximalist, a hiker who was practiced at reading weather, making
camp, and assessing what needs to happen next.
Other points rise like cairns in the cold fog, and they line a thin trail of
safety through tough weather. As ever, we arrive at a need for balance that is
essential for hiking and surviving. We may make a “balanced” decision, as
we step toward and through each hike, drawing on what we know and what
we’ve heard to fashion a way on that trail, to imagine that day. As we pack the
ten essentials, we imagine what each might be used for on this day. As we seek
out the most local, detailed forecast, we compare it with conditions we have
walked into, adding a shell here or a bivy sack there to match that weather’s
possible demands. Here, Lelia and Greg know they made mistakes. What
they’d chosen to carry simply wasn’t a match for the day.
But even imagining all the right gear and steps won’t work unless the
actions of using them are practiced. Practice with tents, practice fashioning
a splint, practice with maps, practice with a compass, practice with whatever
gear one carries. Practice even changing batteries in your headlamp. Lelia and
Greg said they need to do better with that. They forgot about the DeLorme
for some time on that rugged day, and when they did activate it, blurred vision
and unfamiliarity with the device made them unsure whether the signal had
gone out. And that’s another factor: emergencies often escalate because we’ve
not practiced for them. I recall wondering, in the early days of cell phones,
just where the button that turned mine on was. In a screaming gale or under
a veil of pain wouldn’t be the place or time to suss this out. Devices can ride
with us unused for years, but if we choose to carry them, when we need them
we need to know how to work them—blindfolded.
A thought on pressing a button: With cell phones and locator devices, we
now often have remarkable access to help when trouble arrives in the backcountry. All sorts of help can be summoned. But pressing call buttons has to
be seen as the most serious of messages and acts, and too often, calls for help
go out well before the callers have exhausted the possibility of self-help. That
was not true for Lelia and Greg; they were in deep need, a decision underlined by Adam’s correct assessment that he needed to make a second call for
help. But it’s simply moral for all of us to remember as we practice using our
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devices that, if we use them for real, we’re calling others to join us in a hard
world of risk where we’ve already foundered.
What about slackpacking? Is it possible to go light and still meet such a
day successfully? Perhaps. If your imagination and practice are in tune. The
next incident in this column describes a group who met injury’s challenge
deep in the mountains on another bad-weather day. In the recommended
video linked to the incident, one of the trip’s leaders displays the safety equipment he always carries; it weighs about 3 pounds and includes shelter.
The more detailed our imagination of the ridge ahead and its weathers,
the broader our path through the day becomes—and, probably, the heavier
our pack. Going light and fast, then, is a threading of the thinnest of trails,
one from which we hope nothing makes us stray. Although they didn’t intend
such a thin trail, that’s where Lelia and Greg found themselves on June 9.
And, walking a wider path to the same point, that’s where Adam found and
rescued them.
Post-rescue note: Lelia and Greg expressed their gratitude in a number of
ways, putting their savior, Adam, up for the night at the AMC’s Joe Dodge
Lodge in Pinkham Notch and, as the weather stayed grim, helping Adam get
to various section-hikes while they all awaited clearing. The couple also sent
on a very generous donation of $10,000 to the New Hampshire Outdoor
Council, which helps fund training and equipment purchases for volunteer
search-and-rescue groups in the state. And, as Lelia and Greg approach
another summer of AT hiking, they’ve added bivy sacks to their packs and a
more careful monitoring of local weather to their decision making.

Ready for It
Late on the afternoon of May 8, 2016, Chantrey M. walked into the Lincoln,
New Hampshire, police station to report a hiking accident. Two hours earlier,
her friend, Kristen M., one of the leaders of a group of nine from the Rhode
Island Hiking Club, had slipped while descending a steep, wet section of the
Hancock Loop Trail and had fractured her ankle. The day was cool (temperatures in the 30s) and wet (rain and, at times, sleet), typical of this mountain
“shoulder season.”
The Lincoln Police called NHFG, and CO Robert Mancini and later
Lt. Jim Kneeland assumed command of the incident. Mancini and Kneeland
were working with good information: They knew the location (approximately
4.2 miles from the Hancock trailhead), the injured person’s weight, and that
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she was being supported by a fully equipped hiking group. Working with this
information, Mancini and Kneeland, with PVSART’s Allan Clark, quickly
put together a rescue team composed of 36 volunteers and professionals
(24 from PVSART, 8 NHFG COs and 4 from the Lincoln Fire Department).
Just after 5:30 p.m., rescuers started their walk in, carrying a litter and a
rescue wheel, which can attach to the underside of a litter and roll it along
when a trail permits. The first rescuers reached Kristen and the party a little
after 7:15 p.m. Peter Nightengale of PVSART provided first-aid assessment
and initial treatment, and at around 7:30 p.m., rescuers began to assist Kristen
out. Once they reached the junction with the Hancock Notch Trail at 8:45,
rescuers were able to install the wheel beneath the litter, thereby easing the
work. They reached the trailhead parking area a little before 10 p.m.
Comment: Three factors mark this rescue as noteworthy. The first is that
Kristen and her Rhode Island Hiking Club group were well equipped for the
cold weather that May in the White Mountains can deliver. NHFG’s incident
report notes that she was wearing a winter hat, wicking shirt, winter parka,
Gore-Tex hiking pants, and winter boots with MICROspikes; her group was
similarly well equipped and able to keep Kristen and themselves warm while
they awaited rescuers. Second, the use of a wheel once the trail allowed it gave
rescuers relief from the one-arm-burn of carrying a litter. We mention the
labor of litter-carries often in this column as a way of keeping its challenges
in mind and deepening appreciation for what rescuers provide.
Here’s the third and most unusual marker: The group also recorded
and later posted a 26-minute summary of their day and the rescue on YouTube,
as a reflective exercise in service of further training. By following this link,
youtube.com/watch?v=eqBeHAX87dI&feature=youtu.be, one can watch
this immaculately handled rescue. It makes, I think, good and useful watching. In it, you see first the Rhode Island Hiking Club’s ascent of the Hancocks
and gain a sense of the day’s weather and the hikers’ personalities. They are a
zestful crew. Then you see their response to Kristen’s injury, which includes
her remarkable attempt at self-rescue, once her ankle injury is splinted with
shortened hiking poles, and the sending of a hasty group of three to summon
help. When Kristen becomes exhausted and cold, the hikers stop, kindle a
fire easily in the rain, use their equipment resourcefully, and wait. As they
do so, they work at warming both body and spirit. Rescuers arrive, and you
see scenes from the carryout, including the dimming of the day to the point
where everyone is working and walking by headlamp (which everyone also
has). The video is a primer in preparedness and resilience.
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Ready II
An intrepid group from Maine known as the Denmark Mountain Hikers set
out on May 27, 2016, for its weekly climb, this one up Mount Jackson then
on for a night at the AMC’s Mizpah Spring Hut. Around a mile from the
hut, at 4:30 p.m., Christine L. slipped and fell from a rock ledge. A snapping
sound augured bad news. As is their wont, the hikers gathered to help, first
assessing the injury then beginning and summoning rescue. They sent word
ahead to the hut, and Allen C., one of the group’s leaders, called Mountain
Rescue Service’s Rick Wilcox, who then called NHFG, who organized the
rescue, a carryout.
From there, it became a question of waiting and persevering, which Christine and the others did with spirit, all the while making slow progress toward
the hut. Allen offered this description of what he saw at about 9 p.m. “I went
to the trail junction with the Mizpah Cutoff and waited. Then I spotted the
first headlamps coming up the mountain—first one, then another, then a
whole line bobbing along toward me. What a welcome sight!”
Once gathered, rescuers made quick work of Christine’s carryout, traveling down the 2.6 miles in two and a half hours. She recalled their work: “They
never slipped or tipped me, always kept me level, and kept up my spirits by
singing and telling bad jokes. I could look up and see all of the stars and the
trees on the sides of the trail going by.”
Comment: Here’s an injury, like Kristen’s, that could happen to any of
us. And, again, here’s a group prepared to support its own until search-andrescue professionals and volunteers could arrive.

The Other Side of Rescue’s Coin
On May 29, 2016, not long after the Rhode Island Hiking Club distinguished
itself and rescuers came to its aid on Hancock, another group, the Hudson
Valley Hikers (HVH), took to the trails, this time in the Northern Presidentials. As is true with many accounts, there’s more than one side to this
story’s coin. The first side is drawn from NHFG Sgt. Mark Ober’s interview
of Yizong L., the person who went missing for a night; the second side is
offered by Chris Baker, the founder of HVH.
On May 28, some in the group had climbed Mount Washington via the
Tuckerman Ravine Trail. Yizong had gone along on this hike, finding it hard.
The next day, an estimated 20 from a group (some HVH hikers, others simply
nearby campers) that had camped at Dolly Copp Campground set out to see
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some waterfalls. Two from the group, Leslie F. and Karthik R., planned to
continue from the Brookside Trail to Watson Path and then to climb Mount
Madison. They asked if any others wanted to join them. Yizong said he did.
During their climb on this rugged trail, Yizong kept dropping back, and
Leslie and Karthik kept waiting for him. At treeline, the pair suggested that
Yizong descend with some passing hikers; he refused. A little later, Leslie and
Karthik reached the summit, looked back, and saw Yizong still climbing after
them. Abandoning their plan to continue down the other side of the mountain to the AMC’s Madison Spring Hut, the pair retraced their steps down
and urged Yizong to descend Watson Path with them. He agreed, reluctantly.
By this time, it was late afternoon, and Leslie and Karthik were out of
water. They made it clear they weren’t equipped to be out after dark. At the
junction of Watson Path and the Pine Link Trail, Yizong sat down and refused
to continue. Finally, the pair decided to leave Yizong and descend before they
were benighted.
At around 8:30 p.m., New Hampshire State Police got a call from Leslie,
saying she was concerned about a hiker she and her companion had last seen
around 5 p.m. high on Madison. The state police called Ober, who called
Leslie back at her hotel in Gorham, eliciting the story just told. Ober and Lt.
Wayne Saunders conferred, and they checked with Col. Kevin Jordan, head
of NHFG law enforcement. The three officers agreed they didn’t have enough
information or evidence of emergency to launch a search; they decided to
wait for morning and send searchers up then, if Yizong had not appeared.
The night was a mild one.
At 9:30 p.m., Ober got a call from HVH’s founder, Baker, saying the group
was missing Yizong. HVH had little other information. Ober told Baker a
search wouldn’t begin until morning.
Ober’s phone rang again the next morning. On the other end was James
Wrigley, the director of the AMC’s White Mountain huts. Wrigley reported
that three members of HVH had arrived at Madison Spring Hut at 3:30 a.m.
after climbing the Valley Way and Pine Link looking for Yizong. The hut was
closed, but the crew prepping it for the season let the three sleep in its shelter.
Ober and Saunders started to shape a plan. Saunders asked AMC for volunteers, while Ober called AVSAR and Randolph Mountain Club. Wrigley
got volunteers ready to search from Madison Spring Hut, while RMC’s Bill
Arnold lined up RMC caretakers from Gray Knob Shelter and Crag Camp.
Four more AMC volunteers mustered at the Appalachia trailhead at 9 a.m.
Ober and Saunders split them into two “hasty teams.” One would climb the
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Howker Ridge Trail to Mount Madison and then down to the hut; the other
would climb the Pine Link Trail to the summit and then down to the hut.
At 10:30 a.m., the team climbing the Pine Link Trail located Yizong on
his way down and walked him back to the trailhead. Ober’s extensive interview with Yizong revealed a stunning mixture of inexperience, willfulness,
and luck.
Yizong said he felt disenchanted with his companions on the ascent of the
Watson Path because he felt they were denying him the summit. He made a
conscious decision not to follow them down. Instead, he told Ober, he would
pursue his own plan, although he had no equipment or sense of where he was,
and so he climbed to Madison’s summit. He said he saw the hut but that it
looked too far away; instead, he decided to follow the Howker Ridge Trail,
which looked easiest to him.
Yizong descended until it got dark then made a rough bed of soft wood
amid some boulders for wind protection and slept with some branches for
cover. He later identified his spot as the junction of the Howker Ridge and
Pine Link trails. The weather was, blessedly, mild: The high temperature was
62 F with a low of 50 and an average of 56, with winds averaging 22 mph on
nearby Mount Washington. Just the sort of night someone with no pack,
food, or gear could survive. That’s 16 degrees above the norm for the date;
a usual average of 40 degrees could have written an entirely different night.
The weather is not in dispute, but Yizong’s account is. Chris Baker, the
founder of HVH, answered my query by saying: “Mr. L. is not a member of
Hudson Valley Hikers nor was he at any time. Mr. L. may have chipped in for
gas, tolls, parking, camping, . . . etc. . . . but . . . I am not sure of the amount.
Mr. L. was not on a Hudson Valley Hikers event the night he went missing.
He decided to join an unorganized group of people that were camping at
Dolly Copp for a short hike to some waterfalls along Route. 2. Mr. L. was
camping with us (he came up with a friend) at Dolly Copp, but he did not
sign up for or attend any of the organized hiking options we had.”
Baker said his group has 25,000 members and holds more than 100 events
each month. “HVH has a stellar safety record. Our organizers give as much
information as possible to the attendees for them to make an informed decision.” He said they teach Leave No Trace principles and offer many courses
in first aid, map and compass training, orienteering, and more. He added,
“Many of our organizers are trail stewards, first responders, instructors, even
a retired police chief.”
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Baker said most of the club’s hikes are for a very small number of experienced hikers. He referred to a climb of Owl’s Head planned for the end
of January as an example. “Each hiker on that list has climbed with me in
the winter before,” he said. “They are all experienced winter mountaineers.
Two climbed Mount Aconcagua with me unguided and unsupported; one
climbed Kilimanjaro with me. ”
The portrayal of Yizong as a tag-along freelancer fits with the account
recorded by Sgt. Ober, and I am inclined toward Baker’s version of how
Yizong came to the mountain and got lost. Still, there is the matter of Baker’s
9:30 call to authorities and the three HVH hikers who climbed to Madison
during the night in search of Yizong. Those two moments indicate the group
felt some sense of responsibility for the lost hiker.
Comment: As is often true for prolonged incidents, a lot of my comment appears in its description. In summertime, the White Mountains have
a number of such wanderers, who appear on the periphery of a group, hang
around, and then head off on some tangent of their own imagining. They
keep searchers busy with those tangents. Joining a group, whether small and
tightly organized, like the Rhode Island Hiking Club, or large and teeming
with members and trips, like the Hudson Valley Hikers, means giving up
some of the free agency of self in favor of the wisdom of the group. Yizong
seemed uninterested in such an apprenticeship.
Several people in this story were climbing in May with minimal supplies
and without lights—for example, Leslie and Karthik’s need to retreat from
Madison so they wouldn’t be benighted. That does make one wish for more
hikers of the Rhode Island Hiking Club variety.
Sgt. Ober’s report recommended that Yizong be billed the $689.34 cost of
his rescue; that assignment of negligence makes sense to me.

The Long Way to Go Astray
The weather forecast on June 13, 2016, wasn’t promising, but when you have
come a long way for a hike, the tendency is to see whatever light filters through
the clouds. So it was with Patrick C.; his wife, Laura; his son, Alex; and Alex’s
fiancée, Eleanore K., who had come to the White Mountains for the first time
from Ohio for a three-day, two-night crossing of the Presidentials, with stops
at the AMC’s Madison Spring and Lakes of the Clouds huts. Weather records
from Mount Washington show a high of 38 F, a low of 31 (averaging 10 degrees
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below the 45-degree norm), and 1.26 inches of rain (with a bonus of 1.4 inches
of snow and ice); winds averaged 58 mph from the northwest.
At 11 a.m., Patrick’s group left Pinkham Notch for Madison Spring Hut
via Osgood Ridge. Early in their hike, they met another hiker, who advised
them to go the more sheltered route via Madison Gulf. Unfamiliar with the
Whites and without checking their maps, the group shifted routes. Their day
then devolved to a 7:30 p.m. phone call for help from high on the Madison
Gulf Trail. Despite patchy cell phone coverage, Sgt. Ober was able to call
Patrick, plot his coordinates, and advise the group that they were about 100
feet from the trail and three-quarters of a mile from the hut. Moving to the
northeast would bring the party back to the trail.
Ober then called the AMC’s search-and-rescue contact and asked that
someone from the hut hike down to assist Patrick’s group. Rescuers from the
hut then descended to a tenth of a mile below the group’s coordinates and
shined lights and whistled toward where Patrick’s group should be, but they
got no response. A 9 p.m. call from the hikers revealed they were now 450 feet
off the trail and in very steep terrain. Ober relayed the new position to the hut
crew, and they again shined lights, whistled, and so forth but got no response.
By then the crew had climbed back to near Star Lake. They were cold and wet
in heavy wind, with very low visibility, and needed to get inside. Ober agreed
and turned to plan B.
Plan B was COs Matt Holmes, Glen Lucas, and Robert Mancini, who
would drive to the intersection of the Madison Gulf Trail and the Mount
Washington Auto Road then hike the 4.5 miles to Patrick’s coordinates. At
11:45 p.m., the COs began their night walk. At 3:45 a.m., the COs made voice
contact and a few minutes later reached the stranded group in very steep terrain, somewhat sheltered under a ledge. All four were soaked and cold, and
the COs had to help some of them change into dry clothing. By 4:37 a.m.,
they were ready to try to get to the hut; that three-quarters of a mile took two
and a half hours to cover.
The three COs advised Ober that Patrick’s group stay at Madison Spring
Hut the night of June 14 and then descend to the Appalachia parking area
and take a shuttle back to Pinkham Notch on June 15; they simply were in no
condition to walk any more that day, and the COs worried that trying to do
so, even with guides, might necessitate another rescue. Ober agreed, and at
8:30 a.m., the three COs started down Valley Way for the promise of home
and some rest.
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Comment: Setting out in unknown terrain asks for a doubling of caution,
and Patrick’s group seemed to halve it instead. The forecast—more than an
inch of rain and temperatures in the 30s—was cause enough for pause. The
conditions invited hypothermia, and some of the group’s cotton clothing
seemed to accept that invitation. Shifting routes on the say-so of a passerby,
even if that person seems knowledgeable, is a scarlet flag waving. Although
Osgood Ridge is exposed, the tightly bunched contours of the upper Madison
Gulf Trail don’t invite the casual hiker on a cold, wet day. Reading this on a
map is easy work, if one is in the habit of consulting and reading maps. And
even in June’s elongated light, an 11 a.m. start is a late one. All of these factors
led to the group’s initial 7:30 p.m. call, which, you will recall, had them only
100 feet from the trail, albeit in tough terrain. Not being able to navigate
this self-retrieval shows Patrick’s group was in well over their heads and that
they shouldn’t have been there in the first place. Their inability to self-rescue
sent rescuers from Madison Spring Hut and then NHFG out into hazardous
conditions. Perhaps the recommended $3,269 billing for this rescue will act
as deterrent.

No-Fly Weather and a Carry-Up
On June 7, 2016, as the wet cold that precipitated this column’s lead story
began to blow in, Kathleen M. was butt-sliding down a steep upper section
of the Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail when she caught her foot in a crack and
injured her leg. Some time passed before AMC staffers could hike down from
Lakes of the Clouds Hut, but by late afternoon, Kathleen was safe in the hut
and a Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced Response Team helicopter had been
called to carry her out. Here, the weather intervened, scotching the flight,
and so Kathleen stayed overnight at Lakes. The weather on June 8 was colder
and windier, and again the helicopter could not fly, and so a rescue—in this
case, a carry-up to the summit of Mount Washington—was put in motion.
Rescuers from NHFG, the AMC, Mount Washington State Park, Mount
Washington Observatory, and Stonehearth Open Learning Opportunities
(SOLO) responded; they were driven up the Mount Washington Auto Road.
Then they walked down to the hut with a litter and carried Kathleen up to
the summit parking lot for a ride down from the mountain.
Comment: I include this garden-variety emergency for its weather and as
a reminder that rescue in the White Mountains is often carryout or carry-up
and, thus, labor-intensive.
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A Long Looking For
The season’s most labor-intensive search began on May 11, 2016, and ended
seventeen days later with the recovery of a victim’s body hidden in the rocks
between the Tuckerman Ravine and Lion Head trails. In the interim, nearly
the whole cast of the White Mountain search-and-rescue community joined
at some point in the effort to find Francois Carrier, age 47.
After Carrier’s family reported him overdue from a hiking trip on May
11, and his car was discovered at the AMC’s Pinkham Notch Visitor Center
(PNVC), NHFG organized an early search of the trails in that area. The
incident commander, Lt. Saunders, also had the White Mountain Swiftwater
Rescue Team search the Ellis River for two miles below Pinkham Notch. No
sign of Carrier was found. As news of his disappearance spread, word of a few
sightings filtered in. Carrier was photographed on the Mount Washington
Auto Road on May 8, he was seen eating lunch at PNVC on May 9, and he
was seen walking north on Route 16 between Glenn Ellis Falls and Pinkham
Notch at 3:45 p.m. on May 9. The last sighting became the search’s point-lastseen, the point from which searchers calculated the probability of Carrier’s
being in a particular area.
By May 13, with no success from searches of likely areas, NHFG called on
all available resources, including search dogs (which had been involved from
the outset) and air searches. No further sign of Carrier appeared until a K-9
unit discovered his backpack near mile 2 on the auto road. Given that Carrier
was last seen with that pack in a photo from May 8, the pack gave little
indication where he might be on May 14. The search, which came to include
Carrier’s family, continued until May 22, when Lt. Saunders had to inform
the family that the search would be suspended.
Then, in the late afternoon of May 28, hikers descending Mount Washington a little off the Tuckerman Ravine Trail came upon Carrier’s body. The
hikers called authorities and left an orange marker at the site before continuing down. NHFG and search-and-rescue teams climbed to the site, examined
Carrier’s body, and carried him out to the auto road.
Comment: I include this incident not for its lessons about hiking or preparedness, but as an illustration of how difficult it can be to find someone
whose location is unknown and whose point-last-seen keeps shifting. Such
searches are rare in the Whites, although the professionals at NHFG will tell
you a small but steady number of people do choose to visit the backcountry
as a final destination.
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Here is a list of organizations contributing to the search: New England K-9
Search and Rescue, Upper Valley Wilderness Response Team, New Hampshire State Police, New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic
Development Division of Forest and Lands, New Hampshire Air National
Guard, AMC, AVSAR, U.S. Forest Service, White Mountain Swiftwater Rescue Team, PVSART, Mount Washington State Park, Gorham Police Department, plus search-and-rescue teams from Maine.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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